Kubi Secure Installation Instructions

**NOTE:** If you are installing the speaker bracket on an already assembled kubi secure, remove the arms from the kubi by removing the two arm retention screws. Retain screws for re-assembly.

1. Kubi Secure Arms are shipped with foam pads attached. Two of these pads (red arrows) must be removed to install the Audio Kit Speaker Bracket.

2. Peel the bottom two pads off of the arms (red arrows in item 1) and remove all adhesive from the arms. An adhesive solvent may be required, like acetone or Goo Gone®.

3. Align the right arm over the threaded insert on the kubi. Orient the speaker bracket over the arm as shown, and install one of the small center-pin torx screws using the kubi wrench. Wrench and screws are supplied with the kubi (not the audio kit).

4. Slide the left arm into place behind the speaker bracket and align the flat edge to the flat edge on the right arm (red arrow in image #2). Rotate the speaker bracket down into place.

5. Install one of the small center pin torx screws using the kubi wrench.

6. After both screws are in place, visually inspect the alignment of the arms. They should be centered on the kubi housing with the speaker bracket flat against the arms.
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**SETUP INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Connect the supplied AC/USB charger’s power cord to a 100-240 VAC power source.

2. Plug the 3.5 mm side connector on the microphone into the earphone port on the tablet. Rotate the microphone so it points the same direction as the tablet screen.*

3. Plug one end of the 3.5mm audio cable into the earphone port on the end of the microphone.

4. Plug the other end of the audio cable into the AUDIO IN port on the speaker.*

5. Plug the mini USB cable into the DC IN port on the speaker.

6. Connect the other end of the USB cable into one of the USB ports on the charger. Connect KUBI charging cable to the second USB port on the charger. Plug tablet charger into AC port on the charger.

7. Turn the speaker power switch to ON.

8. Play an audio file on the tablet and adjust speaker volume using the tablet’s volume control buttons.

*Speaker color and microphone model may vary from items shown depending on availability.
KUBI CLASSIC AND PLUS INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT! The goal of this procedure is to install the speaker bracket WITHOUT LIFTING, MOVING OR REMOVING THE ARMS. IF THE ARM SPRINGS BECOME DISENGAGED, A SEPARATE OPERATION MUST BE PERFORMED!

IDENTIFY WASHER TYPE:
White Plastic or Stainless Steel

White Plastic Procedure:
1. Use the supplied Allen wrench and remove the screw from the right washer.
2. Keep downward pressure on the arm and carefully remove the washer.
3. Replace the washer with one of the supplied white nylon bushings.
4. Place the audio speaker bracket over the right arm bushing and install the retaining screw. Tighten so the bracket can still be rotated.
5. Remove the left arm screw and washer and install a white nylon bushing.
6. Rotate the bracket down and install the left screw. Tighten both screws. If arms do not move freely, loosen arm screws slightly until arms open and close freely.
IMPORTANT! The goal of this procedure is to install the speaker bracket WITHOUT LIFTING, MOVING OR REMOVING THE ARMS. IF THE ARM SPRINGS BECOME DISEN-GAGED, A SEPARATE OPERA-TION MUST BE PERFORMED!

**IDENTIFY WASHER TYPE:**
- White Plastic or Stainless Steel

**Stainless Steel Procedure:**
- Keep downward pressure on the arm and use the supplied Allen wrench to remove the right screw and metal washer.
- Keep downward pressure on the arm and place the audio speaker bracket over the right arm bushing and install the retaining screw. Tighten so the bracket can still be rotated.
- Remove the left arm screw and metal washer.
- Rotate the bracket down and install the left screw. Tighten both screws.
- After installation of the bracket, the arms should be retracted in upright position.
- If arms do not move freely, and close completely on their own, loosen arm screws slightly until arms open and close freely.